
Receive a color sample
You are always welcome to order felt 
samples from Fraster. In addition to 
our box with felt dots in all 31 available 
colors, or A4 samplecards with all colors, 
we are happy to deliver larger samples of 
selected colors for customer presenta-
tions and the like.

Contact us by telephone: +45 8788 2244 
or send an email to post@fraster.dk.

Fact #7
Choose from 31 beautiful colors

Fraster’s felt products are produced to order. This 
means that you can freely choose from the entire 
palette of 31 colors. You can also freely combine felt 
carpets, Twister, COVERdouble and other products 
with two or more colors.

Strong color fastness
The wool felt used at Fraster is piece-dyed after 
felting at the factory in Germany. The dyeing process 
takes 8 hours, and throughout the process the water 
temperature and pH value are adjusted to ensure a 
perfect result with the best attainable color fastness.

The color fastness will vary from color to color (as is 
the case for all textiles) and is lowest for bright and 
yellow colors.

Natural colors
Some colors in the palette are natural wool colors, i.e. 
from sheep fleece.

Environment
Our wool felt is colored in Germany and is subject to 
EU regulations on dyes and water discharge, excess 
dye, etc.

SEE ENTIRE COLOR PALETTE ON THE OPPOSITE 
PAGE
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437 aubergine 136 wine 102 red 484 tomato 105 orange 723 peach 130 ochre

539 midnight 540 ocean 645 iceberg 541 sky 312 azur 555 cadet 262 mint

448 moss 415 dust green 732 fern 749 spring 398 citrus 399 banana 274 curry

499 dark brown 250 truffle * 220 deer 190 beaver 160 beige

426 black 300 anthrazcite 175 charcoal 170 silver 150 off white

*
250 Truffle
In order to achieve the desired rustic impres-
sion in this color variety, another wool blend 
is used than with the other colors. The wool 
also contains vegetable residues, which are 
visible in the final fabric and helps to provide 
it with the right expression.
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